


Life’s better when everything works together.  

That’s why the Control4 Smart Home operating system  
(OS) connects with tens of thousands of third-party 
consumer devices—connecting your favorite brands  
and devices together via the Control4 platform to  
empower you with complete home control via one  
easy-to-use smart home app.

Interested?

This brochure will help you learn more about how some  
of your favorite brands can create magical experiences  
in your home with the Control4 Smart Home OS.

With a Control4 Smart Home, You Get:

• A centralized smart home operating system

• Choice from brands you trust

• Customized smart home design and control

• Professional installation

• Concierge-level ongoing technology support

You Deserve Choice
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WHAT ARE THE 
BENEFITS OF A 
SMART HOME OS? ENJOY ALL THE WAYS 

YOU CAN ACCESS YOUR 
CONTROL4 SMART HOME

Control4 Smart Home OS  
State-of-the-art smart home 
access and control you can 
depend on and easily operate.

Voice Mobile App Keypad

Touchscreen Television Remote

• Consolidates your home 
technology into one 
interface, syncing your 
favorite home technology 
brands and devices to  
work together

• Connects you to control your 
entire home, from anywhere

• Performs the  
whole-home automation 
scenes you create

• Offers secure touchscreen, 
remote, keypad, voice,  
and app access to home

• Alerts you with custom  
home notifications

A smart home operating system (OS)  
is a software and hardware system  
that connects the many different types 
of technology in your home into one 
easily accessible platform. The Control4 
Smart Home OS enables you and your 
family to control nearly every device  
and service in the house in ways that  
are easy and fun to use.
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CONTROL4 & 
YOUR FAVORITE 
BRANDS

We all have certain technology products 
or brands we love—whether it’s a favorite 
doorbell camera, music app, or a voice 
control device. Unlike some smart home 
systems, the Control4 Smart Home OS  
is an open platform, which means that  
many of the smart products and services  
you already own and love are compatible 
with Control4 products and can simply 
connect into the system.

Control4 enables you to keep those brands 
and devices you already own and simply 
connect them together via one single control 
system. When you connect a single smart 
device into a Control4 system, that device 
can suddenly do so much more! 

Control4 Smart Home OS  
connects to devices  
of all types.

Sprinkler Systems

Home Cameras

Gate Access  
and Monitoring

Pools and Spas

Smart Washers 
and Dryers

Garage Doors

Floor Heating 
Systems

Music Apps

Fireplaces
Smart  

Door Locks

TVs and 
Speakers

Thermostats  
and HVAC

Smart Kitchen 
Appliances

IoT Devices

Voice 
Command 

Devices

Plumbing 
and Faucets

Pet Doors

Blinds  
and Shades

Control4 Smart Home Professionals can  
also help you learn about new brands and  
devices that will work with Control4 and  
your existing products—making your smart  
home possibilities almost endless. 

WE ARE HERE 
FOR YOU
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SOME OF 
OUR FAVORITE 
SECURITY PARTNERS

CONNECTING 
SECURITY

Control4 works with your most trusted 
security brands, protecting you without 
compromise. Stay connected to your home 
anywhere in the world with real-time home 
notifications, live security camera footage, 
doorbell alerts, mobile app home access  
and control, and more.

Arm/disarm the entire security 
system via the mobile app

Have blinds automatically close 
when no one is home and open 
when someone arrives home

Receive a notification as soon 
as each child enters their unique 
code to unlock the front door 

Receive alerts when a door  
or window is opened

Set lights to automatically  
turn on at dusk

Set a scene so all lights in  
the house turn on when the 
alarm is triggered

OUR CUSTOMERS
LOVE TO
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CONNECTING 
ENTERTAINMENT

When you connect your TVs, speakers,  
and other entertainment devices to your 
Control4 home automation system, you can 
create an experience that takes your breath 
away. From a single speaker to an entire 
home theater system, get the entertainment 
setup you want with all of your favorite 
devices working together.

SOME OF 
OUR FAVORITE 
ENTERTAINMENT 
PARTNERS

Turn on music in one room or 
the whole house from a  
single remote, touchscreen, 
keypad, voice command,  
or the Control4 app

Stream video from the front 
door camera to the TV when 
someone rings the doorbell

Set a scene so when the TV 
turns on, other audio in the 
house turns off, the lights dim, 
and shades lower in the room

Control the home automation 
system with a favorite gaming 
controller as well as control  
the gaming console with a 
Control4 remote

Set a TV to turn on at a certain 
time of day or when a particular 
show comes on

Turn on all TVs in the home to 
a specific station at once, and 
then turn them all off with the 
push of a button

OUR CUSTOMERS
LOVE TO



“We own a vacation home
and enjoy knowing that if 
any water leaks, unwanted 
motion detection, or extreme 
temperatures are detected  
in the home, Control4 
immediately sends a  
notification to our phones.”

— Audrey & Keith B. 
 Control4 Homeowners

“I feel great peace of mind 

knowing that if there is any 
motion around my pool  
area or if the pool cover is 
opened, I will receive an 
audio alert via my home’s 
touchscreen panels.”

— Jaren C. 
 Control4 Homeowner

CONNECT WITH
HOMEOWNERS

Controlling millions of devices in homes around  
the world, the Control4 Smart Home OS  
connects families to what matters most—their 
homes. Control4 has been providing quality  
whole-home automation for decades, and we’ve  
got our customers talking.

“I enjoy waking up to the smell 
of fresh coffee brewed 
automatically at sunrise every 
morning, along with the Sharp TV 
turning on to my favorite news 
station at a particular time every 
weekday—excluding holidays!”

— Daren A. 
 Control4 Homeowner
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SOME OF 
OUR FAVORITE 
COMFORT PARTNERS

Have the shades automatically 
go up or down depending on 
the time of day

OUR CUSTOMERS
LOVE TO

Automate connected devices to 
help regulate home temperature

Track and manage home  
energy usage to reduce  
carbon footprint

Connect the HVAC to turn 
on and off automatically 
depending on the outdoor 
temperature reported that day

Adjust home temperature from 
anywhere with remote access

Program the system to enter 
energy-saving mode when 
no one is home

CONNECTING 
COMFORT

Creating a comfortable space is simple when 
all your smart devices are working together. 
From temperature control to shading, 
Control4 enables you to sit back and enjoy  
a comfortable and inviting home that 
delivers energy-efficient climate control.
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Set specific lights to turn on 
automatically when the front  
door is unlocked

OUR CUSTOMERS
LOVE TO

Have an all on / all off lighting 
setting to quickly control all the 
lights in the house

Preset different lighting scenes 
for the kitchen, with one button 
making it bright for cooking and 
another button adjusting the lights 
for mood lighting and turning on 
soft music for entertaining

Turn lights on and off remotely 
with the Control4 App

Set the lights to all turn on 
automatically if the alarm is 
triggered during the night

Have a single light switch 
programmed for the entertainment 
room, so when it is pressed, the 
lights dim, shades lower, music 
turns off, and the TV turns on

CONNECTING 
LIGHTING

Smart lighting goes far beyond beautiful 
switches and dimmable bulbs. Smart lighting 
works with most lighting already in the 
home—connecting it to the Smart Home OS 
through a programmable smart switch. It 
provides energy efficiency, added safety and 
security, and multiple custom lighting scenes, 
and it can control more than just your lights.

SOME OF 
OUR FAVORITE 
LIGHTING PARTNERS

Control4 Smart Lighting  
Explore the many options available 
to create a smart lighting sanctuary 
across the entire house or in just a 
few select spaces.



“I’ve connected my Genie 
HD DVR into the Control4  
system, so that when  
the doorbell is pressed,  
a video pops up on the TV, 
which streams the front  
door camera to show me  
who’s there.”

— Marissa D. 
 Control4 Homeowner

“I love that I can program 
my Control4 system to 
automatically lower the  
blinds only when the sun is  
coming through certain room 
windows to protect my art I  
have in those rooms.”

— Roger P. 
 Control4 Homeowner

“When we are done 
watching TV, our Samsung 
television is programmed to 
display digital artwork instead 
of it just turning off into a 
blank square on the wall.  
We even have it programmed 
it to display themed artwork 
on holidays. It makes the  
room look so much better!”

— John & Taylor W. 
 Control4 Homeowners

“We love that our son has quick,
easy, and secure access to his 
favorite shows (Nick Jr, Disney+, 
etc.). Shows can be favorited  
to the room view, which makes  
it great when he gets up at  
6 a.m. and we’re a little slow  
to get out of bed.”

— Heather & Tyler F. 
 Control4 Homeowners

CONNECT WITH
HOMEOWNERS
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Tell the home to turn  
down the temperature 

OUR CUSTOMERS
LOVE TO

Adjust the home with voice 
commands such as “Alexa, turn on 
family room TV” or “Hey Google, 
dim the theater lights to 40%”

Provide voice commands for house 
guests so they can also easily 
activate music, turn on or off 
multiple fixtures at once, lock doors, 
or adjust the temperature

Connect the Control4 system  
to the front door to open it 
with just a voice command for 
wheelchair-bound family members

Use a voice command to turn 
off the oven when the timer is 
going off—no matter where  
someone is in the home

Quickly put the house to sleep  
at night with a “Goodnight”  
voice command

CONNECTING 
VOICE

With Control4 and your favorite voice control 
devices connected together, you can tell your 
house what to do and it listens—whether 
it’s turning off all lights when it’s bedtime, 
setting the perfect mood for dinner, or asking 
for a helping hand when yours are full.

SOME OF 
OUR FAVORITE 
VOICE PARTNERS

Voice Control  
Using your favorite voice-control 
device, you can control a specific 
smart home device, a few devices 
simultaneously, or your entire 
Control4 Smart Home with  
just your voice.
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SOME OF 
OUR FAVORITE 
APPLIANCE PARTNERS

CONNECTING  
APPLIANCES

Having a smart appliance is great, but having 
a smart appliance connected into a Control4 
system is even smarter. With Control4, you 
can connect devices such as your smart 
coffee maker, stove, refrigerator, washing 
machine, pool controls, and more to give you 
better access and control of your home. 

Have the coffee maker 
automatically start brewing  
at sunrise each day

OUR CUSTOMERS
LOVE TO

Set a scene to automatically 
control multiple appliances 
throughout the home at once

Get a push notification  
when the rinse-aid level  
is low in dishwasher

Have the refrigerator send a  
push or voice notification when 
the door is left open

Receive a reminder through  
the speakers in the home to  
move the laundry

Control and start the oven 
remotely, so that the meal is ready 
when the family arrives home

Third-Party Devices 
Control4 works with tens 
of thousands of third-party 
devices—and that number is 
rapidly growing. So you can 
count on your Control4 system 
controlling virtually anything 
and everything in your home.



“We love never having to turn 
around to check if the lights 
were left on, front door was 
left unlocked, or the garage 
door was left open—we can 
simply check and control all  
of those things from our 
secure Control4 app.”

— Karla & Albert R. 
 Control4 Homeowners

“My kids often leave lights 
on around the house, and so 
I have my smart lighting set 
to automatically turn off the 
basement lights and closet 
lights if motion isn’t detected 
for 10 minutes, helping me 
save energy and money.”

— Kim H. 
 Control4 Homeowner

“I love how my Kwikset door 
lock and Control4 system are set  
so when I enter my code to unlock  
the front door, the lights on the main 
level turn on—but only if it’s sunset 
or nighttime. If it’s before sunset, the 
home starts playing my alternative rock 
playlist over select speakers. However, if it’s 
after sunset but before midnight, the home is 
programmed to start playing a more relaxing,  
post-work playlist.” 

— Jacob J. 
 Control4 Homeowner

CONNECT WITH
HOMEOWNERS
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CONNECT 
WITH A 
PROFESSIONAL

We believe in providing our homeowners 
with the highest-quality smart home 
experiences. We have Control4-certified 
Smart Home Professionals in your area 
and ready to help you create the smart 
home of your dreams. 

These professionals will meet with you to 
discuss your home automation needs  
as well as talk with you about the devices 
or brands you already own and love, 
help design and plan your home project, 
professionally install your Control4 
system, and then be there to provide 
ongoing support for you. 

Working with a Control4 Smart Home 
Professional gives you the confidence 
that your new smart home system 
has been professionally designed and 
installed, is supported by a robust 
network, and can be adapted to meet 
your needs far into the future.

Visit Control4.com to find a Smart  
Home Professional near you.



control4.com/blog
facebook.com/control4fans
instagram.com/control4_smart_home
pinterest.com/control4
twitter.com/control4
youtube.com/control4automation 
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Bring your home together with a Control4 Smart Home OS. 
To get started or to learn more about the different brands 
we work with, find a local Control4 Smart Home Professional 
near you by visiting Control4.com. 

GETTING
STARTED


